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QUESTION 1

Which feature of the Theme Optimization Analyzer portlet will analyze the theme and its components for known issues
and then report the number of errors, warnings and informational messages? 

A. Reports 

B. Validation Reports 

C. Development Mode 

D. Remote Debugging 

Correct Answer: B 

Validation reports Use the validation portlet to verify that your theme contains no errors. The validation report analyzes
your theme and theme components for known issues and reports the number of errors, warnings, and informational
messages. It also includes a detailed explanation about how to fix the errors that occur. 

 

QUESTION 2

John wants to change the default behavior of IBM WebSphere Portal so that any user who authenticates by using an
explicit login is redirected to a particular page. 

Which option is a valid implementation of this custom behavior? 

A. Specify the URL of the page in the redirect, login, url property in the configuration service. 

B. Specify the URL of the page in the redirect .login, url property in the authentication service. 

C. Specify the URL of the page in the redirect, login, authenticated, url property in the configuration service. 

D. Specify the URL of the page in the redirect, login, authenticated, url property in the authentication service. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true regarding responsive web design (RWD)? 

A. It uses a web design approach based on HTML5 and CSS3 to improve the rendering speed of a portlet. 

B. It uses advanced JavaScript design techniques to implement a highly responsive touch- enabled user interface. 

C. It uses tableless web design to arrange elements and text on a web page to improve the responsiveness of a web
page. 

D. It uses CSS3 media queries to optimize content and layout automatically based on screen size, device, and
orientation. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which life cycle method of a portlet do the doView, doEdit and doHelp methods represent? 

A. init 

B. render 

C. destroy 

D. processAction 

Correct Answer: D 

processAction, to handle action requests doView, to handle render requests when in VIEW mode doEdit, to handle
render requests when in EDIT mode doHelp, to handle render request when in HELP mode init and destroy, to manage
resources that are held for the life of the servlet 

 

QUESTION 5

What notable difference does a custom portlet service have that is compatible with earlier versions of IBM WebSphere
Portal? 

A. The services are retrieved differently depending on the type of portlet in use. 

B. Standard portlet services are synchronized, but IBM Portlet API services are not synchronized. 

C. Both services are retrieved by using a JNDI call, but they always return different implementations. 

D. Legacy services are stored in the session, and standard services are stored in the application object. 

Correct Answer: C 
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